The French medical software company TECHNIDATA joins Total Specific
Solutions
4 September 2019, Nieuwegein/Grenoble. The globally operating French healthcare
company TECHNIDATA specialized in laboratory information software joins Total Specific
Solutions (“TSS”). This is TSS’s fourth acquisition in France in 2019 and the first in the
healthcare vertical with industry-specific software solutions for hospital and clinical
laboratories.
Leading software provider TECHNIDATA offers mission-critical solutions that cover all the
laboratory disciplines: biochemistry, hematology, immunology, microbiology, blood
banking, histology/cytology, genetics, and biobanking. The solution suite consists of a
Laboratory Information System (“LIS”) (Livextens® suite), middleware solutions
(TDHarmony® suite and TDBactiLink®), instrument workstations and a web-based
requests and results module (TDWeb®). TECHNIDATA also offers services such as
consulting, development, support and training.
Mr. Han Knooren, Group CEO at TSS: “TECHNIDATA is a French VMS (Vertical Market
Software) company with an outstanding track record, leading internationally in its field.
We value its focus on the specific needs in a highly regulated and quality sensitive
industry. While most VMS companies only cover the national market, Technidata has a
global footprint covering Western Europe, North America, and Asia. We can learn from
their practices and approaches to developing internationally demand-driven software.
And we can share our insights and learnings with the TECHNIDATA team on running
successful VMS companies. Also, as TECHNIDATA is our fourth acquisition this year in
France following Félix Informatique, Metamicro, and the Salvia Group, we further
strengthen our position in France, which has now become the second home market for
TSS next to the Netherlands.
Mr. François Falco, President of TECHNIDATA: “In nearly 30 years, we have built a
company with dedicated software solutions for public and private laboratories for a
worldwide market. Time has come to think about the next phase of the company.
TECHNIDATA, its staff and clients are a priority for me, so finding the right owner is
crucial. In TSS with its “software for life” principle, we have found a perpetual owner, one
that understands how to run VMS companies. This means continuity for the company,
our clients, and our employees. I will stay on for the coming years as a senior advisor
helping the new Managing Director, Olivier de Korte, who will report directly to Han
Knooren, settle into his new role. And I am looking forward to seeing TECHNIDATA
continue its next phase as an independent business unit of TSS.”

TECHNIDATA
TECHNIDATA is a major player in the field of software solutions for hospital and clinical
laboratories. Their solutions serve organizations from the small single-discipline private
laboratory to very large multi-site and multi-disciplinary state-owned institutions. Their
solutions are distributed worldwide by subsidiaries and a network of selected partners.
In addition, TECHNIDATA collaborates with IVD, life science, and e-health companies to
provide cost-effective OEM solutions. TECHNIDATA serves around 600 customers
worldwide, has over 170 employees, and has its headquarters in Grenoble, France. Visit
the website for more information: https://www.technidata-web.com
Total Specific Solutions (TSS)
Total Specific Solutions is a leading European provider of IT business solutions and
consists of independent business units that deliver products and services to their specific
vertical market segments. This market expertise is based on decades of experience. TSS
is active in the verticals of healthcare, local and central government, retail, financial and
legal services, accountancy, associations, real estate, automotive, hospitality,
manufacturing, mobility, and educational verticals. TSS is part of Constellation Software
Inc. (CSI), a public company listed on the Canadian Stock Exchange. More information
on the website: www.totalspecificsolutions.com.

